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FLOORS AND GARDEN



Check out Hilde de Bruijn's work in the virtual kitchen online: www.thedollhouse.space 

Cut-out and play with paper plates in The Kitchen of your paper Dollhouse: 

Check out Eamon O'Kane's work in the virtual bedrooms online: www.thedollhouse.space 

Cut-out and make mosaics in The Bedrooms of your paper Dollhouse: 

• 

-
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Check out the Unstable Archive in the attic online: www.thedollhouse.space
Cut-out and create your own paper Unstable Archive:

1. Wire drawing. Use a single length of wire to create a drawing in space, a continuous line like using a 
pencil without taking it off a piece of paper. The wire drawing can fit into a room in the Paperhouse, or 
thread through the rooms, or spill outwards.

2. Who lives in a Paperhouse? Make a family of objects or paper people to live there.

3. Print a copy of the Paperhouse, fold and remodel it to make a paper sculpture of your own design.

4. Make potato print patterns on paper. Cut the paper up to make wallpaper to redecorate your 
Paperhouse. If you don't have potatoes, drawn or painted designs would work instead.

5. Think about where the Paperhouse might fit in your neighbourhood. Draw a plan or map of your area 
from memory and place the Paperhouse where you think it could work best.

6. Print a copy of the Paperhouse. Cut out shapes, arrange and stick them onto a circle of cardboard to 
make a mask. Add pieces of card or plastic packaging, or small items from your house.

7. Think about how you might extend your Paperhouse or add sculpture to the exterior. Draw your ideas 
on paper, cut out the pieces and stick them onto the roof or outside walls of the Paperhouse. Keep on 
adding pieces to create a megastructure.

8. When you have had enough of your Paperhouse, take it outside and set fire to it in a safe place. If you 
are not legally an adult, please ask an adult to help you. Don't forget to remove the family first!

Andrew Demetriusõ Paperhouse Intergenerational games:

Please take a photo and send it to the Dollhouse Space.
email: info@thedollhouse.space Instagram: @thedollhousespace
For further insight into Andrewõs work as part of the Dollʟhausʟ exhibition, please visit the virtual Living Room: 
www.thedollhouse.space 

www.thedollhouse.space
www.thedollhouse.space


 
Andrew Demetrius (The Living Room) 
Andrew Demetrius is a curator, researcher and artist based in Fife, Scotland. He is curator at the School                   
of Art History at the University of St Andrews, where he is also a PhD researcher on a project currently                    
titled The Town Art of Glenrothes and David Harding. Using Glenrothes new town as a focal point, this                  
work seeks to analyse the historical position and legacies of the town art movement as an extended                 
network, with a view to re-presenting neglected histories in an academic form that will support present                
and future socially-engaged art practice. 
 
As an artist, Andrew has a research-based practice which examines post-war modernist art pedagogy              
and material culture, with reference to classroom literature and learning environments. He is also on the                
board of directors of Fife Contemporary, an independent visual art and craft organisation which delivers               
exhibitions in partnership with other organisations and supports local artists, craftspeople and community             
engagement. 
 
Hilde de Bruijn (The Kitchen) 
Hilde de Bruijn is Chief Curator at the Cobra Museum of Modern Art. She has extensive experience in                  
curating both contemporary and modern art projects, regularly taking a ‘transhistorical’ approach. Recent             
(co)curated exhibitions include 'An Unstoppable Force' (Oct 2018 – Feb 2019), an exhibition exploring the               
child as a source of inspiration for the Cobra movement and for contemporary artists and aimed to                 
transgress the boundaries between education and exhibition; 'Restless Matter' (Jun 2018 – Sep 2018), an               
exhibition on (new) materialism in art creating a dialogue between matter painting by artists such Jean                
Dubuffet and Antonio Tapies and a variety of contemporary artists. Hildegoesasger.org is a self-initiated,              
freelance curatorial research into the writings of the Danish artist and thinker Asger Jorn (1914-1973).               
See also www.hildegoesasger.org. The project included a variety of public sessions with contemporary             
makers and thinkers at venues such as the Statens Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen and the Athens                
Biennial. New contributions will be made in 2020 following from the inspiring context of the Dollhouse                
residency. 
 
Eamon O'Kane (Bedroom 2 & Bedroom 3) 
Eamon O'Kane has exhibited widely and is the recipient of many awards and scholarships. O'Kane has                
had over forty solo exhibitions including shows in Berlin, Frankfurt, Dublin, Zurich, New York, London and                
Copenhagen. Eamon is Professor of Visual Art at The Art Academy, Faculty of Fine Art, Music and                 
Design, University of Bergen, Norway www.kmd.no 
 
An Archivist (The Attic) 
An Archivist is a member of The Dollhouse staff who divides her time (unequally) between directorial                
responsibilities, laundry, vacuum-cleaning, administration, art-making, child-rearing, critical-writing, press        
& communications and other assorted stuff. General budget constraints mean that she has been recruited               
for the past three seasons to also work in the attic. Her archival skills are novice, so she is learning on the                      
job, but enjoying the challenge of trying to find creative new ways to think about sustainable storage                 
solutions and environmentally friendly methods of documenting a contemporary history of art as an artistic               
practice in itself. 
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